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SECTION I: CONTENT AND NATURE OF THE 
VISIT 
 
 
SCOPE OF INSTITUTION AT TIME OF EVALUATION 
 
Saint Francis University, located in Loretto, Pennsylvania, is a private, non-profit 
university affiliated with the Roman Catholic Church.  Its Carnegie classification is 
“Masters – Larger Programs” as it offers Associate’s and Bachelor’s degrees to 1,829 
undergraduates and Master’s and Doctor’s—Professional Practice to 558 graduate 
students. 
 
The University has no branch campuses.  It has additional locations as follows: 
 

 Altoona Career Technology Center, Altoona, PA 
 Bellwood Antis High School, Bellwood, PA 
 Clearfield Career and Technology Center, Clearfield, PA 
 Concurrent Technologies Corporation, Johnstown, PA 
 Glendale High School, Flinton, PA 
 IU08 Richland Office, Johnstown, PA 
 Mt. Union High School, Mt. Union, PA 
 Northern Cambria High School, Northern Cambria, PA 
 Sheetz Corporate Complex, Altoona, PA 
 South Hills School of Business and Technology, State College, PA 
 Tussey Mountain School District, Saxton, PA 

 
Saint Francis University is fully approved for distance education programs. 

 
SELF STUDY PROCESS AND REPORT 
 
Saint Francis University’s Self-Study Report was organized as a comprehensive 
review with each of the fourteen standards grouped under four sections based upon 
the University’s strategic plan: Francis the Collaborator (1,4,6,8), Francis the 
Educator (10-14), Francis the Builder (2,9), and Francis the Good Steward (3,5,7). 
The Self-Study Steering Committee began work in January 2014 and a draft was 
presented to the University community in spring 2015.  That summer, the Steering 
Committee revised the draft based on the University community’s comments and 
produced a second draft in the fall of 2015.  The final draft was completed in spring 
2016. 
 
Although Saint Francis University’s Self-Study Report is organized into four sections, 
Section V of the Report of the Evaluation Team has a separate section for each of the 
fourteen standards: first, a summary of evidence and findings specific to the 
standard being reviewed with a bullet point that cites evidence for each 
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fundamental element of that standard; then, a list of significant accomplishments; 
each section then concludes with suggestions and recommendations for the specific 
standard. 
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SECTION II: AFFIRMATION OF CONTINUED 
COMPLIANCE WITH REQUIREMENTS OF 
AFFILIATION 
 
Based on a review of the self-study, interviews, the Certification Statement supplied 
by the institution and/or other institutional documents, the team affirms that Saint 
Francis University continues to meet the Requirements of Affiliation in 
Characteristics of Excellence.
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SECTION III: COMPLIANCE WITH FEDERAL 
REQUIREMENTS 
 
Based on the separate verification of compliance with accreditation-relevant 
provisions of the Higher Education Opportunity Act of 2008 and, as necessary, 
review of the self-study, certification by the institution, other institutional 
documents, and/or interviews, the team affirms that Saint Francis University meets 
all federal and state regulations and the requirements of other Department of 
Education recognized accreditors. 
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SECTION IV: EVALUATION OVERVIEW 
 
Since its last self-study in 2006, Saint Francis University has undergone a number of 
changes that have placed it in an enviable position relative to its peer institutions—
mid-sized liberal arts colleges located in rural America: 
 

 It has strengthened its mission statement and goals so that they are part of 
the living fabric of all aspects of the university. 

 It has developed a number of successful market-driven programs in the 
health sciences and engineering and has developed growing online master 
degree programs in business and the health sciences. 

 It has restructured itself as a university with four schools: Arts and Letters, 
Business, Health Sciences and Sciences. 

 It has substantially expanded the size of the full-time faculty. 
 It has seen significant increases in its enrollment, both at the undergraduate 

and graduate levels. 
 It has engaged in aggressive fundraising and seen modest endowment 

growth so that the university remains affordable for the students that it 
serves. 

 It has enhanced its physical plant both by building new structures and 
renovating old ones.  

 It has installed a new president in the last two years. 
 And finally, the University has begun a thorough assessment of all university 

programs and activities in order to provide a solid foundation to the gains 
made by the University over the past ten years. 

 
Hence the significant accomplishments listed by the Evaluation Team in Section V 
below point not only to Saint Francis’ achievements over the past ten years, but also 
to accomplishments of the last two years as the new President and his team at Saint 
Francis University have instituted a host of procedural and policy changes.  Most 
noteworthy are recent developments to strengthen its assessment efforts. 
 
Likewise the suggestions and recommendations of the Evaluation Team relate 
primarily to the need to clarify, systematize or institutionalize policies and 
procedures in such a way that the entire Saint Francis University community has 
both input into the development of new policies and procedures and ownership of 
them. 
 
Overall, the Evaluation Team found that Saint Francis University is a dynamic and 
vibrant educational community committed to its mission, offering a rigorous 
educational experience and graduating students who are excellently prepared to 
embark on their chosen careers. 
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SECTION V: COMPLIANCE WITH 
ACCREDITATION STANDARDS 
 
Standard 1: Mission and Goals 
 
In the team's judgment, the institution appears to meet this standard. 
 
Summary of evidence and findings 
 
Based on a review of the self-study, other institutional documents, and interviews 
with faculty, staff, students, and others, the team developed the following 
conclusions relative to the standard:  
 

 The Mission Statement was developed in the early 1990s and revised in 2005 
and then again in the past two years as part of the University’s recent 
strategic planning process.  

 The current strategic plan, Francis 2020: A Clear Vision, contains goals and 
objectives that specify how the institution will achieve its mission. They are 
now organized under four themes or pillars: Francis the Educator, Francis 
the Collaborator, Francis the Builder, and Francis the Good Steward.  

 These four pillars of Francis 2020 clearly link to the mission and serve as 
important guideposts for planning, decision-making, and resource allocation 
at the University.  

 The strategic plan is a model of how to link broad goals of an institutional 
mission to actionable objectives within a guiding document.  

 The team appreciates Saint Francis’ candor in identifying the existence of an 
academic strategic plan and an overall university strategic plan. The former 
may be embedded within the latter but it is not clear if every constituency 
understands this.  

 
Significant accomplishments 
 

 A strategic plan entitled: Francis 2020: A Clear Vision for Saint Francis 
University states clearly the mission and values of the school.  

 A position of Vice President for Mission Integration was created.  
 A sports chaplaincy program was developed to promote the mission.  
 A million-dollar endowment was secured to strengthen the Franciscan values 

in all areas of the University. 
 There is a clear statement about recruiting for mission. Every applicant is 

given clear directives about mission and Franciscan values. 
 The University’s website, annual Fact Book, new faculty booklet, Policies and 

Personnel Handbook, and publications for both new and current students 
contain the mission statement and Goals of Franciscan Higher Education. It is 
also integrated into new students’ and employee orientation programs. 
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 There is a strong service component for first-year students. 
 
Suggestions for improvement 
 

 Continue to integrate the mission statement and goals of Franciscan values 
into all syllabi and coursework. 

 Continue to update current faculty on incorporating the mission into their 
course and syllabi. 

 Assess how the first-year service experience strengthens students 
understanding of the mission. 
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Standard 2: Planning, Resource Allocation, and Institutional Renewal 
 
In the team’s judgment, the institution appears to meet this standard.  

 
Summary of Evidence and Findings 
 
Based on review of the Self-Study, other institutional documents, and interviews 
with faculty, staff, students and others, the Team developed the following 
conclusions relative to this standard: 
 

 St. Francis University has engaged in a planning process that begins with the 
Institutional Mission and Vision Statements informing the University’s 2014-
2020 Strategic Plan.  The University has presented a planning process that 
promotes a collaborative and inclusive approach to strategic planning 
through a variety of committees and survey instruments: the Institutional 
Effectiveness Committee (IEC), Budget and Planning Committee (BPC) and 
Faculty Senate; in addition, several other standing and working groups are 
the primary working groups identified at SFU which provide input and 
guidance to the budget development and evaluation process. 

 Based upon interviews with members of the University staff, the role of the 
Institutional Effectiveness Committee and the Budget and Planning 
Committee was not always clear – or presented with consistent 
understanding within the campus groups/individuals that were consulted 
with during the site visit.  As reflected in the recommendations below and 
SFU comments contained in the self-study, communication efforts need to be 
improved to facilitate clear communication of operating goals and to secure 
community engagement.  

 The commitment to student and organizational success is reflected in the 
design of the planning programs that have been developed.  The University 
employs a collaborative approach to budgeting that includes opportunities 
for members of the campus community to receive training in the formulation 
of the budget and have appropriate outlets to ask questions about the budget 
in both form and function. This process has been described as “Town Hall” 
meetings that also provide opportunities for students to be engaged.  The 
finance team regularly monitors operating budgets and communicates with 
campus departments so that operating results conform to plans and desired 
outcomes.   

 In general, the University has experienced fluctuations in enrollments that 
have contributed to financial factors such as an unrestricted net loss in 
operating activities in FY 2014 of ($580,515) to an increase of $368,239 in FY 
2015.  Pursuant to the audited financial statements presented in the self-
study, it would suggest the University has been successful in navigating the 
enrollment changes while staying within financial plans.   

 The audit documents shared with the evaluation team indicate that 
management comments and/or findings as they relate to the overall financial 
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statements have been limited to issues related to financial aid, to which the 
University has responded that corrective actions have been employed to 
avoid future recurrences.  Of note, the audited financial statements for FY 
2014 were modified when presented as comparative financial statements to 
FY 15 audit.  In reviewing this with SFU staff, the reclassifications seem 
appropriate; however the auditors did not make any disclosures in the notes 
or accompanying schedules to the financial statements indicated that prior 
year results had been restated.  It is further suggested that SFU review IPEDS 
and other external filings to ensure that the restated financial statements are 
appropriately disclosed as may be applicable or required. 

 From an enrollment perspective, the University has been able to successfully 
maintain the academic quality of admitted students while growing and/or 
maintaining the potential applicant population. 

 The University planning committees have been actively engaged in 
identifying cost cutting measures that can improve operating results while 
not adversely effecting campus operations. Future plans for fiscal 
sustainability also include plans to diversify course offerings, expand existing 
offerings and meet the needs of students and the local industry. 

 
Significant accomplishments 
 

 The University has established a space planning committee to more 
effectively evaluate changing needs in the allocation of physical space and to 
consider costs and alignment with departmental goals and operating plans. 

 Fundraising efforts have contributed positively to financial operations by 
providing resources (gifts and grants) for campus improvement and 
expansion by fully funding current projects and thereby limiting the need to 
divert operating funds and/or utilize any additional debt capacity. 

  
Suggestions  
 

 The University has initiated a structured and coordinated planning process.  
The linkages between these plans should be more explicit so that allocations 
to operating budgets, strategic plans and other operating plans are more 
easily identifiable and measureable against actual and/or projected 
operating results.   

 The strategic planning documents do not demonstrate clear funding sources, 
timelines for completion and/or evaluation and assessment metrics.  
Building these metrics into the planning documents will inform overall 
monitoring and plan effectiveness. 
 

Recommendation  
 

 The Team agrees with the University recommendation that continued 
involvement and communication with the University community is required 
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to facilitate overall financial and strategic planning – particularly as it relates 
to program planning and assessment. 
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Standard 3: Institutional Resources 
 
In the team’s judgment, the institution appears to meet this standard. 

 
Summary of evidence and findings  

 
Based on a review of the self-study, other institutional documents, and interviews 
with faculty, staff, students, and others, the team developed the following 
conclusions relative to this standard: 
 

 Based upon a review of the materials contained in the self-study and 
interviews with campus personnel, the budget process at St. Francis 
University is defined and employs seemingly appropriate controls, policies 
and procedures.  As noted by the University in the self-study materials, the 
University should continue to strengthen communication efforts so that 
members of the campus community are more informed about college 
finances and the budget process as whole.  The Budget and Planning 
Committee and Institutional Effectiveness Committees appear instrumental 
to the successful stewardship of resources and their roles should be more 
clearly defined and communicated. 

 The self-study and interviews with campus personnel suggests that budgets 
are periodically reviewed with the Board of Trustees and campus leadership. 
A published schedule of review such as monthly or quarterly is suggested as 
another means for promoting periodic communication and analysis by 
operating units.   

 Fundraising efforts have been substantial in allowing the University to 
expand and renovate the physical plant while limiting the impact on 
operating budgets and/or additional debt burden. 

 The coordination of resources and strategic planning documents has been 
implemented.  The University is working to improve campus communication 
and engagement in the budget process and the evaluation of overall 
operating results. Overall operating results reviewed in the accompanying 
audited financial statements suggest effective stewardship of financial 
resources while positively contributing to endowment growth and 
investments in campus operations. 

 The financial projections contained in the self-study appear to be reasonable 
based upon reported historical results.  The strategic planning documents 
are referenced, but the linkages between the plans and the projections, 
should be enhanced. 

 The audited financial statements presented for the years 2014-2015 received 
unqualified opinions and indicated no material weaknesses in internal 
controls over financial reporting.  

 
Recommendations 
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 The Team agrees with the University recommendation that a more 
systematic process is needed to effectively communicate with and engage the 
campus community in the budgeting process. 

 The linkages between strategic and operating plans should be more explicit 
so that allocation to operating budgets, strategic plans and other operating 
plans are more easily identifiable and measureable against actual and/or 
projected operating results.   
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Standard 4: Leadership and Governance 
 
In the team's judgment, the institution appears to meet this standard. 
 
Summary of evidence and findings 
 
Based on a review of the self-study, other institutional documents, and interviews 
with faculty, staff, students, and others, the team developed the following 
conclusions relative to the standard:  
 

 The Board of Trustees is the ultimate governing authority of the University, 
whose purpose is to further the higher education of men and women through 
programs of liberal, professional, and pre-professional studies leading to the 
conferral of degrees. It also has the power to appoint the president and 
administrative officers. 

 The President’s Council is an advisory group that makes recommendations to 
the president on matters of university policy as well as operational 
procedures.  

 The Faculty Senate communicates, collaborates, and cooperates with 
trustees, administrators, staff, and students on internal and external issues. 
The full-time faculty members elect 15 senators for three-year terms.  

 The Student Government Association promotes students concerns and 
issues. They bring forth concerns not only to Faculty Senate and Staff Council 
as well as at Town Hall meetings each semester with the President.  

 The restructuring of academics into four schools (Arts & Letters, Business, 
Science and Health Science) has created a more formalized structure. It has 
also clarified channels of communication between individuals and governing 
bodies.   

 
Significant accomplishments 
 

 A regular review process of the President and Board of Trustees has been 
initiated. 

 A restructuring of the academic division into a four-school structure (Arts & 
Letters, Business, Health Sciences, and Sciences); each with its own 
administrative structure.  

 The President’s council was reconfigured to create a new structure of 
reporting by divisions.  

 The Student Government Association has a strong presence.  
 
Suggestions for improvement 
 

 Continue to monitor interdisciplinary collaboration between the four 
schools. 

 Create a process of assessing the new four schools configuration.  
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 Publish the process by which the President and Board of Trustees are 
reviewed.  
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Standard 5: Administration 
 

In the team's judgment, the institution appears to meet this standard. 
  

Summary of evidence and findings 
 
Based on a review of the self-study, other institutional documents, and interviews 
with faculty, staff, students, and others, the team developed the following 
conclusions relative to the standard:  
 

 The President is the educational and administrative head of the University 
and exercises general administration over all the affairs of the institution.  
The strategic plan was finalized under the leadership of the new president Fr. 
Malachi. 

 Review of Father Malachi’s background in educational, financial, and 
religious settings provides the breadth and depth of experiences necessary to 
lead a Catholic and Franciscan comprehensive institution. 

 Review of the organizational chart and on-campus interviews demonstrate 
that administrative leaders have the appropriate skills, degrees and training 
to carry out their responsibilities and functions. 

 There was a transition from a college to a university by organizing into four 
schools, where each school has its own academic deans.   The position of 
Provost has replaced the position of VP for Academic Affairs in 2007.  There 
was a successful search for a Vice President for Student affairs in 2008.  The 
overall staffing is appropriate and the university has made and will likely 
continue to make changes to their organizational structure. 

 The president replaced the Executive Committee and a larger President’s 
Council with a streamlined and refocused group of seven. 

 The organizational chart outlines the reporting structure and authority of the 
university. 

 Periodic assessment of the effectiveness of administrative structures and 
services is just starting to be implemented; each administrative department 
conducts a self-study every five to seven years.  The annual performance 
review assessment was implemented last year and is a 7-page annual 
performance assessment that was designed to match the strategic plan.  
There seems to be two issues to consider moving forward: the norming of the 
self-evaluation scores and the length of the self-evaluation.  During the 
interviews there was interest in getting staff to target their numbers as “3” or 
“average” in many areas and interest in condensing the form to make it 
shorter. 

 

Significant accomplishments 
 

● Selection and successful integration of the new president into the 
community.  
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● Changing the ranks of the senior leadership and converting the position of 
Vice President for Academic Affairs to the position of Provost.  The current 
Provost was hired in 2006, the current Vice President for Student Affairs was 
hired in 2008, the current Vice President for Finance and Administration was 
hired in 2013, and the current President was hired in 2014. 

● Improvement of Administrative Department Reviews in 2013.  Each 
administrative department conducts a self-study every five to seven years. 

 

Suggestions for improvement 
 

● The self-study identified the student-to-employee ratio was lower than 19 of 
their 20 peer institutions.  The team suggests reviewing the staffing levels 
and resource allocation in each administrative area. The current student-to-
employee ratio is 3.5 compared to the median of 5.0.    

● Develop a 360-degree evaluation system for all administrators listed on the 
organization chart and continue to refine the systematic process of 
administrative evaluation. 

● Assess the effectiveness of the employee annual performance assessment 
form and whether it has been demonstrated to improve performance of 
administrative tasks. 
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Standard 6: Integrity 
 

In the team's judgment, the institution appears to meet this standard. 
 
Summary of evidence and findings 
 
Based on a review of the self-study, other institutional documents, and interviews 
with faculty, staff, students, and others, the team developed the following 
conclusions relative to the standard:  
 

 There are fair and impartial processes, published and widely available and 
practiced, to address student grievances, such as alleged violations of 
institutional policies.  

 A standardized process for the hiring and dismissing of employees is in place. 
Standardized, annual performance assessments have been recently enhanced 
and instituted. 

 The institution evidences sound ethical practices and respect for individuals 
through its teaching, scholarship/research, service, and administrative 
practice, including the avoidance of conflict of interest or the appearance of 
such conflict in all its activities and among all its constituents. 

 SFU demonstrates equitable and appropriately consistent treatment of 
constituencies, as evident in such areas as the application of academic 
requirements and policies, student discipline, student evaluation, grievance 
procedures; policies are publicized and enforced. 

 The institution has renewed its commitment to academic freedom and 
passed a revised speaker policy.   

 The institution has published polices on intellectual property related to 
distance education and grant-sponsored projects. 

 The community reports a climate of tolerance that promotes the open 
exchange of ideas.  

 The institution evidences honesty and truthfulness in public relations 
announcements, advertisements, and recruiting and admissions materials 
and practices: external materials are consistent with internal policies and 
practices.   

 Required and elective courses are sufficiently available to allow students to 
graduate within the published program length; courses are offered to meet 
demand, and evidence suggests that students are able to complete their 
programs of study as scheduled.   

 Catalogs are available online. 
 The catalogs are accessible and indexed.   
 Changes and issues affecting institutional mission, goals, sites, programs, 

operations, and other material changes are disclosed accurately and in a 
timely manner to the institution’s community, to the Middle States 
Commission on Higher Education, and to any other appropriate regulatory 
bodies. The institution has a strong record of keeping constituents up to date 
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with changes, evidenced in part by notifications to MSCHE on location 
updates. 

 Availability of factual information about the institution, such as the Middle 
States Commission on Higher Education annual data reporting, the self-study 
or periodic review report, the team report, and the Commission’s actions are 
accurately reported and made publicly available to the institution’s 
community: the information is readily available in multiple locations, 
including the institutional Web site.  

 Institutional information is provided in a manner that ensures student and 
public access, such as print, electronic, or video presentation: the information 
is readily available in multiple locations, including the institutional web site.  

 Fulfillment of all applicable standards and reporting and other requirements 
of the Commission: evidence suggests that the institution has met its 
obligations of fulfillment and reporting. 

 The evidence suggests an emerging culture of assessment that includes a 
review of policies and practices. 

 
Recommendation 
 

 While the process of updating the Faculty Handbook has made progress in 
accordance with the 2006 Self-Study recommendations, the editing of the 
document could be more thorough and timely. The responsibility for 
updating the Faculty Handbook should be clearly delineated.   
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Standard 7: Institutional Assessment 
 

In the team's judgment, the institution appears to meet this standard. 
 
Summary of evidence and findings 
 
Based on a review of the self-study, other institutional documents, and interviews 
with faculty, staff, students, and others, the team developed the following 
conclusions relative to the standard:  
 

 The University’s institutional assessment efforts are guided by a plan first 
developed in 2012 and revised and updated in 2016. The plan exhibits a 
documented, organized, and sustained assessment process to evaluate and 
improve the total range of programs and services.  The plan provides clear 
realistic guidelines and a timetable, supported by appropriate investment of 
institutional resources and is of sufficient simplicity, practicality, detail, and 
ownership to be sustainable. However, the plan could you an organizational 
chart that clearly delineates authority for all aspects of assessment within the 
University. 

 The University uses multiple measures to ensure institutional effectiveness 
within all divisions of the institutions including NSSE, student satisfaction 
surveys, admissions statistics, admitted student surveys, etc.  The variety of 
measures ensures support and collaboration of faculty and administration in 
assessing student learning and responding to assessment results. 

 The University makes institutional information available to the campus 
community through the secure portal. 

 The written institutional strategic plan clearly reflects consideration of 
assessment results, but does not directly and overtly link assessment results 
to the goals and objectives of the plan.  

 
Significant accomplishments 
 

 St. Francis University has a clearly articulated strategic plan, approved by the 
Board of Trustees in June, 2014, that aligns with the institution’s mission, 
values and traditions and directly addresses and invites participation from 
the campus community and from external stakeholders. 

 The University has invested in the human, technological and financial 
resources to support institutional assessment efforts across the campus. 
 

Suggestion for improvement 
 

 Unit-level strategic activities and plans should be more directly linked to the 
institution’s strategic plan. 

 
Recommendations 
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 Responsibility for institutional assessment is not clearly identified and that 

lack of clarity results in confusion and detracts from the assessment process.  
The University should clearly articulate lines of authority, responsibility and 
accountability for the assessment of institutional effectiveness, including 
academic program assessments. 

 The University should more clearly articulate the integration of strategic 
planning, the use of institutional effectiveness results and resource 
allocation. 
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Standard 8:  Student Admissions and Retention 
 
In the team's judgment, the institution appears to meet this standard. 
 
Summary of evidence and findings 
 
Based on a review of the self-study, other institutional documents, and interviews 
with faculty, staff, students, and others, the team developed the following 
conclusions relative to the standard:  
 

 Students are well informed of the mission of the institution through the 
admissions process and materials, both printed and web-based, and the 
mission is reflected in the application process.  The VP for Enrollment 
Management has responsibility for developing, reviewing, and implementing 
undergraduate admissions in accordance with the mission and goals of the 
University.  Corresponding directors of Adult and Continuing Studies, 
International Student Programs, and Graduate Studies similarly are 
responsible for admissions within their target populations.  Admissions 
criteria are reviewed by the Committee for Standards and Admissions and 
are subsequently reviewed and approved by the Faculty Senate and then by 
the President. 

 The Undergraduate-Graduate Catalog and the website clearly list admissions 
requirements for undergraduate, and graduate programs, including 
considerations for transfer students, military, and international students.  

 The OASIS program was developed to assist those students who fall short of 
traditional admissions criteria, and acceptance through this program is made 
on a case-by-case consideration of standardized test scores, high school 
grades, rigor of the high school, and participation in activities.  The Center for 
Academic Success has oversight for the program that admits approximately 
35-40 students per year.  The program includes participation in two courses 
(one each semester in the first year) that include a variety of assessments to 
determine areas in need of assistance, as well as strategies to improve 
performance and informational workshops.  Program participants also 
complete five study hours per week supervised by trained academic coaches.  
The 2014 retention rate for OASIS students was 70%. 

 Information regarding academic programs is readily available through the 
University website.  While some programs are quite developed and offer 
extensive information (such as the Physician Assistant Science program 
highlighted in the self-study) other programs are lacking in some detail 
(Criminal Justice, for example). Placement tests (Accuplacer) are only used 
for those students in the OASIS program to address their needs on an 
individual basis. 
 

 Goals of Franciscan Higher Education at Saint Francis University are listed on 
pages 10 and 11 of the Catalog as well as under the Faith and Franciscan 
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section of the website.  Again, the amount of information available on the 
website by program varies greatly, with some programs listing learning 
objectives while others do not. The Student Consumer Information section of 
the website provides a wide range of information to prospective students 
including retention and graduation rates, placement rates, and licensure pass 
rates.  While IDEA scores on learning objectives all exceed the IDEA average, 
this information does not appear to be accessible via the web. 

 Comprehensive information on financial aid and scholarships is available on 
the website and through the catalog.  The SFU website does an admirable job 
on providing this information in an easily understandable format. 

 Likewise, information for transfer students is readily available on the 
website.  PA Trac allows transfer students to see course equivalencies 
through the SFU website.  While the Catalog does outline some of the transfer 
credit policies as well, that information is not as detailed. 

 Retention data is compiled by the Director of Academic Success and 
Retention and shared with the Provost, President’s Council, the Student 
Assistance Team, and the Deans’ Council.  In an annual discussion, the data is 
compared to other institutions.  Graduate, Adult, and Continuing Education 
programs maintain their own data. 
The athletic program tracks retention data for student athletes and the data 
showed a need for a freshmen student-athlete seminar, which has helped to 
increase the retention rate of that group by almost ten percent. 
The OASIS Program requires periodic monitoring of student progress three 
times through the semester via progress reports and mid-term grade reports.  
Retention and graduation rates are tracked for OASIS participants.  In recent 
years, the implementation of study hours, placement exams, and reading 
support have positively impacted the retention rate of this cohort. 
Students who struggle academically are required to participate in the SAGE 
program that includes study skills, peer tutoring, academic counseling, and 
study skills assessment.  Additional support programs such as ACT 101 and 
the Student-Athlete Development program target specific populations.  The 
Center for Academic Success provides extensive support to all students. 
SFU currently offers 58 majors, more than 10 of which have enrollments in 
the single digits.   

 Previously, enrollment management had the benefit of an information 
technology person who worked closely to assist the division.  However, the 
person in that role departed and has not been replaced. 
 

Significant accomplishments 
 

 As a result of proactive and innovative program development, Saint Francis 
University has managed to increase enrollment in a period of declining 
enrollments across the northeast.   

 The addition of GEN 101, Freshman Student-Athlete Seminar, has led to a 
9.2% increase in student athlete retention. 
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 Overall, retention rates and graduation rates have continued to rise.  
Graduation rates are particularly strong and noteworthy.  Success in 
retention is always the result of collaborative and deliberate measures across 
the campus.  However, the team would be remiss if it did not note the work of 
the Center for Academic Success in providing support and academic 
intervention when and where necessary.   Their work with special 
populations (at-risk, students, veterans, students with disabilities, etc.) as 
well as their collaboration with other departments (athletics, for example) 
has been valuable to the financial health of the institution. 

 The University consistently reinforces the importance of its Franciscan 
Mission throughout recruiting materials, the website, and campus 
publications, setting a clear tone for incoming students.  

 
Suggestions for improvement 
 

 The team agrees with self-study recommendation to coordinate policies and 
procedures for admissions across all units.  This might also include oversight 
of undergraduate and graduate publications to ensure consistency and 
branding. 

 The team suggests that all academic program profiles on the website are 
enhanced to offer consistent detail across the disciplines. 

 The number of majors with small enrollments is somewhat concerning.  The 
University should continue to monitor majors in terms of cost benefit 
analysis and develop and ongoing systemic method of gathering the 
necessary data to make regular informed decisions on program viability. 

 Continue to involve the Deans in the enrollment process, especially as it 
relates to enrollment goal setting and monitoring. 

 Given the need for technology integration in enrollment, the University 
should examine how to best provide the necessary support to continue the 
pattern of strong enrollment. 
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Standard 9:  Student Support Services 
 
In the team's judgment, the institution appears to meet this standard. 
 
Summary of evidence and findings 
 
Based on a review of the self-study, other institutional documents, and interviews 
with faculty, staff, students, and others, the team developed the following 
conclusions relative to the standard:  
 

 Traditional students have access to considerable support, and speak to the 
role that the tight-knit community plays in their individual success.  Students 
also commend the availability of resources and opportunities, the wide range 
of activities, and the integration of mission and values into the learning 
environment.  Working adults, especially those in distance education, have 
expressed some difficulty in obtaining services during their hours of 
availability.  Technology support for distance learners as well as availability 
of financial aid and billing personnel are indicated as areas of frustration.  
However, the demand does not currently appear to be on a level that would 
support expanded hours.  The needs of students at satellite locations are 
accommodated by existing services, and evening appointments are available 
upon request.  Those students who require counseling or other services can 
utilize those programs on the main campus. Again, mission seems to pervade 
the service arena, with service being integral to the Residence Life program, 
FLASH (Franciscan Leaders Achieve, Serve and Honor) training in athletics, 
Greek life, and Residence Life, team chaplains in athletics, and even the 
Student Code of Conduct written in terms of Franciscan values.  

 Saint Francis University hires according to published policies and 
participates in regular performance evaluations.  Student service 
professionals must meet stated criteria and performance and professional 
development goals are documented throughout employment.  In 2015 new 
evaluative instruments were implemented to better correlate performance 
with the Strategic Plan.  It is clear that student support personnel have a 
passion for students and care about their success.  Many of these individuals 
have considerable longevity at the University and speak to their role as a 
vocation.  Additionally, the team collaborates at a high level to provide 
seamless service and meet the most pressing needs of students. 

 Saint Francis University has implemented multiple service programs and 
platforms to assist students.  The student experience begins with SOAR that 
introduces students to the SFU experience as well as to their academic 
advisor.  Programs such as ACT 101, OASIS, and the Student-Athlete 
Development Program are geared to assist special populations.  Students 
with disabilities, international students, and veterans can also receive 
support though currently a graduate assistant is responsible for Veteran 
Services.  The Student Assistance Team meets weekly to identify and discuss 
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intervention strategies for students who may require additional support.  
The SAGE program has been developed to assist those students who are 
struggling and has resulted in a considerable reduction in academic 
dismissals in recent years. 

 Academic advisors are generally members of the faculty with whom a 
student is paired from their first year.  Students who have not declared a 
major are assigned a professional advisor from the Center for Academic 
Success.  Students are introduced to these advisors through the SOAR 
program.  Additional advising assistance is always available through the 
Center for Academic Success.  Goals of the advising process include 
clarification of life and career goals, development of an educational plan, and 
course selection, as well as clarification of policies and requirements and 
evaluation of progress.  Advisors review student data to best assist them in 
meeting their goals. Special populations receive additional advising services 
through appropriate offices, such as the Office of International Student 
Programs or Accessibility Services. 

 Student-athletes are held to the same admissions standards as other 
students, and student-athletes must complete all the same application 
materials that are evaluated using a single set of criteria.  Athletics staff has 
no role in the admissions decision.  The Student-Athlete Development Center 
provides support to athletes similar to that available to non-athletes through 
the Center for Academic Success.  Similarly, the athletics department must 
participate in the same budget and fiscal policies that govern other 
University departments.   

 Rather than one general policy, grievances are handled individually across a 
wide spectrum of offices.  For example, a student-athlete whose grant in aid 
is not renewed may file an appeal through the athletics department.  
Likewise, other departments handle complaints within their areas of 
responsibility. Individual departments maintain records of these appeals. 

 Records are safely maintained across multiple offices and most files have 
been stored electronically with multiple means for disaster recovery.  Where 
paper files exist, they are secured physically with keyed locks.  The 
conversion to electronic storage continues. Policies for release of student 
information are easily found in the Student Handbook as well as on the 
website.  The policy does not seem to be listed in the Catalog. 

 In recent years, the University has moved toward more systematic 
assessment of administrative units.  A yearly student satisfaction survey 
addresses many of the student support service areas.  While longitudinal 
data is available for many of the questions, others have been added recently 
and, as a result, only yield one data point.  Future years should help to 
provide useful data when trends can be observed and addressed.  In 2012, 
assessment plans were developed for each administrative area.  Annual 
reports of administrative departments include reports on assessment plans, 
methods, outcomes, and resulting changes.  Examples of changes or 
improvements based on assessment include changing the reporting structure 
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of Campus Ministry to the Office of Mission Integration and increasing the 
time allowed at orientation for interaction between students and their 
advisors. 
 
While the support services have developed learning outcomes and objectives, 
and assessment of these objectives is reported on through the annual report 
process, the results do not seem to be shared with the SFU community as a 
whole.   For example, learning objectives for Leadership programs are 
outlined in the Student Handbook, but it is difficult to find reports available 
to students and potential students about how those objectives are being met.  

 
Significant accomplishments 
 

 The conversion of data files to electronic storage creates useful redundancy 
and facilitates retrieval.  The University has been proactive in moving to 
secure electronic storage. 

 Placement rates are exceptional at 97%. 
 Approximately one third of the student population is involved in athletics, 

including the marching band, cheerleading, and the dance team.  These 
student-athletes have maintained an overall grade point average of 3.0 or 
better for the past 34 semesters.  Strong recruitment and retention allows 
the full funding of the department through tuition revenue.  In addition, 
aggressive fundraising and an increase in guaranteed monies have further 
enhanced the revenue for the department. 

 Faculty, staff and students all speak to how students are cared for by the 
University.  Faculty and staff know the students and take great personal 
interest in their success.  Students speak quite highly of the caring 
community fostered by the University. 

 
Suggestions for improvement 
 

 The team suggests that the University explore best practices in providing the 
necessary student services support to adult students, distance learners, and 
students at satellite locations.  Hours of operation and staffing patterns may 
need to be considered to ensure that students can obtain the necessary 
assistance.  A system of centralized support for these populations in the areas 
of technology, financial aid, and billing may be considered. 

 Based on increased retention rates but continuing growth in special needs 
populations, such as students with disabilities and veterans, the University 
may need to expand staffing and space needs in the Center for Academic 
Success. 

 
Recommendations 
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 While the departments within student service have developed student 
learning outcomes and objectives and assessment plans and report on these 
in their annual reports, those assessment outcomes and the resulting campus 
and service improvements are not openly available.  These outcomes need to 
be more widely disseminated in order to close the assessment loop and 
provide clear evidence that assessment results are being proactively utilized. 

 While no evidence of violations was found during the visit, the Team supports the 

self-study recommendation that appropriate University personnel should receive 

training in protection of student records in accordance with FERPA guidelines. 
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Standard 10: Faculty 
 
In the team’s judgment, the institution appears to meet this standard. 

 
Summary of evidence and findings 
 
Based on a review of the self-study, other institutional documents, and interviews 
with faculty, staff, students, and others, the team developed the following 
conclusions relative to the standard:  
 

 The number of full-time faculty members has increased from 98 to 130 over 
the past decade. The increase in full-time faculty has approximately 
paralleled the 41% increase in full-time equivalent undergraduate students 
during the same period. The average class size has decreased from 
approximately 22 students in 2004 to 17.6 students in 2014. The FTE 
student/faculty ratio has decreased from 14.6 in 2004 to 13.9 in 2014. 
Adjunct faculty members teach a very small percentage of the overall credit 
hours.  The University clearly maintains a faculty of sufficient size, and with 
appropriate qualifications for the teaching and other roles that they fill.  
Further, the faculty is clearly very dedicated to the institution and committed 
to the education of their students.  

 The faculty has appropriate oversight of the academic curriculum. Specially, 
standing committees of the Faculty Senate – the Committee on Curriculum 
and Teaching (undergraduate) and the Committee on Graduate Studies 
(graduate) – provide oversight for the curriculum under their domains. 
Established, published protocols exist for the proposal and approval of new 
curricula. After approval by the Faculty Senate, curricular changes require 
approval by the University President and, when necessary (e.g., new degree 
program, general education revision), the Board of Trustees. 

 Considerable institutional support is available for the advancement and 
development of faculty, including in the areas of teaching, research, 
scholarship, and service. The Director of the Center for Excellence in 
Teaching and Learning (CETL) and the Faculty Development Committee of 
the Faculty Senate coordinate development activities. The week before the 
beginning of the fall semester and the week following commencement are 
annually set aside as designated “Community Development Weeks.” 
Numerous programs are offered during these weeks. Additionally, the CETL 
provides workshops and training throughout the year, including in the use of 
standard educational software; the CETL also verifies the online proficiency 
of all distance-learning instructors. Support is available for faculty seeking 
external grants. Additionally, internal funding is available through academic 
departments and schools for faculty development and scholarly activities. 
Faculty development grants are available through the office of the provost, 
with applications facilitated by the Faculty Senate Development Committee. 
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Excellence-in-Education grants are available to support innovative academic 
programs and educational projects proposed by faculty and staff. 

 Appropriate recognition of the linkages among scholarship, teaching, student 
learning, research and service are included in many institutional documents, 
including: the University mission statement; Goals of Franciscan Higher 
Education; and, Francis 2020: A Clear Vision for Saint Francis University 
Strategic Plan. 

 Policies and procedures regarding appointment, tenure, promotion, 
grievances and dismissal are contained in the Faculty Handbook. These 
policies and procedures appear to be appropriate for the institution. No 
instances were noted in which the policies and procedures had not been 
followed during the study period.  

 Detailed policies and procedures for faculty evaluation are included in the 
Faculty Handbook. No instances were noted in which the policies and 
procedures for faculty evaluation had not been followed during the study 
period.  

 Appropriate policies and procedures are in place for the appointment, 
supervision and review of teaching effectiveness of part-time faculty, 
consistent with those for full-time faculty. 

 The Faculty Handbook contains a clearly articulated academic freedom 
policy that appears to be appropriate within the context of the institutional 
mission of the University. Nevertheless, the self-study reports several 
incidents, prior to the arrival of the current president, which at least some 
faculty considered to be a threat to academic freedom. Both of the specifically 
cited incidents involved invited speakers. After the arrival of the new 
president, a group that included the provost, vice president for mission 
integration, and a faculty committee revised the speaker policy. This revised 
policy was reviewed and approved by the Faculty Senate in September 2015 
and by the president shortly thereafter. It appears that all parties are 
satisfied with the revised policy. However, the revised policy was not yet 
included in the University Policies and Personnel Handbook that was 
provided to the accreditation review team. Further, the specific incidents 
involving invited speakers and their aftermath appear to have had what is 
described in the self-study as a “chilling effect” on free speech on campus, 
particularly among non-tenured faculty. 

 Adequate policies and procedures appear to be in place, and adhered to, to 
ensure the availability and use of qualified professionals to support the 
institution’s academic programs. 

 
Significant accomplishments 
 
 A substantial increase in the number of faculty. 

 Expansion of faculty and staff development programming to include fall and 

spring “Community Development Weeks.” 
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Recommendation 
 
 Ensure that the revised speaker policy is included in the Policies and Personnel 

Handbook as soon as is practicable. Working in collaboration with the Faculty 

Senate, the faculty and administration should review the implementation of the 

speakers’ policy, and engage in such other activities as may be necessary to 

ensure an appropriate campus climate of academic freedom. 
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Standard 11: Educational Offerings 
 
In the team’s judgment, the institution appears to meet this standard. 

 
Summary of evidence and findings 
 
Based on a review of the self-study, other institutional documents, and interviews 
with faculty, staff, students, and others, the team developed the following 
conclusions relative to the standard:  
 
 The University offers 58 undergraduate degree programs and 8 graduate degree 

programs. The procedures for new program proposals and periodic program 
reviews specifically include demonstration of concurrence with the University’s 
mission as well as demonstration that the program has sufficient content, breath 
and length, and is conducted at appropriate levels of rigor. A review of the 
curriculum of each of the currently offered academic programs in the 
Undergraduate and Graduate Catalog confirms that the content, breadth and 
length are comparable with other similar institutions. Seven new academic 
programs have been added in recent years in areas of apparent student demand. 
The University has numerous programs with very substantial student 
enrollment, which has enabled the growth in enrollment in recent years. While 
there are currently sufficient, qualified faculty to support the effective delivery of 
all programs, attention should continue to be devoted to systematically 
evaluating the deployment of scarce faculty resources and the viability of all 
academic programs. 

 A review of the curriculum of each of the currently offered academic degree 
programs in the Undergraduate and Graduate catalog confirms that they have 
been designed to foster a coherent student learning experience and to promote 
synthesis of learning. 

 All academic programs have approved assessment plans that include learning 
objectives, and a mapping of learning objectives to courses in the curriculum 
However, program learning goals are not included in either the published 
catalog or on the University website. 

 The institution has procedures in place for the ongoing, systematic evaluation of 
curricular, co-curricular, and extra-curricular student experiences. See the 
sections of this report regarding Standards 9 and 14 for further information. 

 The Saint Francis University Library and Learning Commons is centrally located 
on campus; holdings and access include over 90,000 print books, 20,000 
electronic books, 117,000 e-journals, and 70 research databases. Information 
literacy is a required component of the General Education curriculum, with 
librarians teaching a number of different literacy models to first-year students. 
Library staffing levels and qualifications appear to be appropriate. Library and 
other campus resources, facilities and instructional equipment appear to be 
satisfactory. 
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 Information literacy is a required component of the General Education 
curriculum, with librarians teaching a number of different literacy modules to 
first-year students. Technological competency is also developed through the 
General Education curriculum. Students are provided with laptops, which they 
are expected to use for their coursework. Technological competency is assessed 
in the delivery of student projects in first-year and senior seminars. 

 A variety of programs promote student use of information and learning 
resources. The University’s learning management system and ePortfolio 
software system are integral to students’ learning. The Wellness component of 
the general education program requires students to keep an ePortfolio of their 
activities. First-year and senior seminar instructors encourage students to take 
advantage of this technology to deliver their projects. A variety of workshops 
and other development opportunities are offered to ensure that both faculty and 
students are able to use the various technologies. 

 Policies and procedures regarding transfer credit for undergraduate students 
are clearly articulated in the University’s Undergraduate and Graduate Catalog. 
However, the specific criteria by which courses will be evaluated for transfer 
credit acceptance are not indicated in the catalog.  

 Policies and procedures are in place to ensure that academic programs and 
courses are being delivered with the same content and level of academic rigor 
regardless of audience, location, or mode of delivery. Academic deans and 
department chairs oversee the design and delivery of all programs, and 
supervise all faculty members. However, it was noted that the Office of Adult 
Degree and Continuing Studies, which has responsibility for some programs, 
reports organizationally to the Vice President for Student Development. 
Organizational coordination and efficiency would be enhanced by having all 
degree programs under the direction of the Provost. 

 Syllabi are required from all faculty for all courses. Syllabi are collected at the 
start of each semester by the Office of the Provost and stored on a shared drive 
viewable by all faculty and administration. Syllabi are required to outline the 
goals, objectives, and outcomes of the course. A review of syllabi supports that 
these criteria are being met. 

 Procedures are in place for the assessment of student learning and program 
outcomes relative to the goals and objectives of the undergraduate programs 
and the use of results to improve student learning and program effectiveness. 
See the Standard 14 section of this report for further information. 

 
Significant accomplishments 
 
 The creation of seven new academic programs in areas of student interest: 

Environmental Engineering, Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering, 

Fermentation Arts, Exercise Physiology, Public Health, Health Care 

Administration, and Health Care Studies. 
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Suggestions for improvement 
 
 Ensure that the chief academic officer has oversight of all academic programs. 

 Develop systematic methods to make informed decisions regarding academic 

program viability. 

 

Recommendations 
 
 Ensure that approved learning goals for each academic degree program are 

publicly available in either the University catalog or website. 

 Ensure that the criteria by which courses will be accepted for transfer credit be 

published in the catalog. 
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Standard 12: General Education 

 
In the team's judgment, the institution appears to meet this standard. 
  

Summary of evidence and findings 
 
Based on a review of the self-study, other institutional documents, and interviews 
with faculty, staff, students, and others, the team developed the following 
conclusions relative to the standard:  
 

 The program of general education has sufficient scope to enhance students’ 
intellectual growth: 36 credits inner core; 15 outer; total 51 hours.  The inner 
core has a breadth of courses including a first-year seminar and includes 
zero-credit courses, wellness courses, and a written competency exam.  The 
outer core has depth of courses. Where appropriate, general education 
courses can be taken as part of the major.  The writing and presentation skills 
build a foundation for the major.   

 Consistent with institutional mission, there is a program of general education 
that incorporates a breadth of courses including religion, community 
enrichment, and wellness; a depth of courses including ethics and diversity; 
an interdisciplinary seminar addressing outer core requires students to 
participate in a collaborative project.  The zero credit core courses encourage 
students to attend events they normally wouldn’t attend.  Diversity is in the 
beginning stages of assessment and the general education committee is 
looking at a variety of courses in the curriculum. 

 Written communication proficiency is assured by a written competency 
exam required for graduation.  The exam is taken in the junior year; 84% of 
first-time takers achieve a passing grade on the first try.  For students who do 
not pass the first time, they are offered a retake of the exam.  For students 
who fail the second time they are required to pass ENGL 199, a remediation 
course.  This combination of assessment and remediation assures that all 
graduates are proficient in written communication.  Information literacy is 
delivered as workshops from the library; faculty members appreciate the 
workshop model of five fifty-minute sessions.  Each workshop is assessed 
through the data collected and by monitoring the number of “asks” in the 
junior and senior year. 

 General education requirements are clearly and accurately described in 
official publications of the institution including the website and catalog. 

 Assessment of general education occurs in the following ways:  Proficiency in 
written competency has a well established process that uses direct 
assessment of learning outcomes to improve courses in writing.  Quantitative 
reasoning is in the beginning stages of assessment of collecting data using a 
pretest and posttest.   Outcomes of critical reasoning, communication, and 
synthesis/research are assessed in the first-year seminar and senior level 
capstone. In addition ethical and moral decision-making, and 
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interdisciplinary synthesis is assessed in the capstone. There is no evidence 
of how each of the 14 learning outcomes for general education is mapped 
across the general education program or within majors.  Indirect assessment 
using NSSE has been ongoing.   

 The general education committee is composed of a faculty member from each 
school and includes staff and students. To inform decision making the 
committee has polled students on specific issues and uses student 
satisfaction surveys.  In addition, concerns from faculty who advise students 
reach the committee through informal channels.  There is a general 
education assessment committee that is an advisory board to the general 
education committee.  The assessment collected by the general education 
committee is open to evaluation but is not reported out to departments.   

 

Significant accomplishments 
 

● Revision of general education to address learning outcomes and alignment to 
the mission of the University by naming the program “Ethical Citizenship for 
the 21st Century”.  The first cohort graduated in 2015.  There is a positive 
attitude toward assessment of the program. 

● The general education program is built around several high impact practices 
– first year seminar, writing intensive, collaborative assignments, diversity, 
global, service learning, and capstone. 

 

Suggestions for improvement 
 

● Currently, the quantitative reasoning requirement in general education is 
localized in the math department.  However, the learning outcomes could be 
addressed in major courses outside the math department. 

● Life-long learning is being assessed in the first-year RLST 105 course.  A 
suggestion is to create a curriculum map to identify places where life-long 
learning takes place across the curriculum.  Majors do not currently report 
out to the general education committee and the general education does not 
report out to the majors, so SFU should implement a process to share and use 
assessment data.  

● Assessment is happening at different levels of proficiency across campus.  
One suggestion is to identify campus leaders and build a network of support 
that can inform programs on best practices.  This could be a community (or 
committee) that is be supported by the Center for Excellence in Teaching and 
Learning. 

 

Recommendations 
 

● The assessment of Writing Competency in general education is ongoing and 
there is a culture of data collection, data analysis, and closing the loop.  
Provide assessment evidence of the remaining general education outcomes: 
quantitative reasoning, scientific reasoning, and oral communication.  Clearly 
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defining targets or program expectations and sharing this information should 
help with closing the loop on program improvement. 

● Reduce the total number of learning outcomes for the general education 
program.  There are 14 learning outcomes, with some of these outcomes 
having multiple sub-outcomes.  Align learning outcomes with mission and 
identify outcomes that are measurable. 
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Standard 13: Related Educational Activities 
 

In the team's judgment, the institution appears to meet this standard. 
 
Summary of evidence and findings 
 
Based on a review of the self-study, other institutional documents, and interviews 
with faculty, staff, students, and others, the team developed the following 
conclusions relative to the standard:  
 
Basic Skills 
 

 The Center for Academic Success provides an Early Alert Program and 
Student Assistance Team to help identify at risk students.  The institution 
provides multiple channels to identify at risk students, including through 
solicitations to faculty. 

 The institution offers multiple programs for at risk students – including SAGE 
and OASIS – that consist of a combination of credit-bearing courses and non-
credit components. 

 
Certificate Programs 
 

 The certificate programs are assessed and established through the same 
process as degree programs. 

 Certificate programs are housed in academic departments. 
 The programs are taught in the liberal arts and Catholic Franciscan tradition. 
 The certificate programs publish objectives, requirements, and curricular 

sequence in the same manner as degree programs. 
 The certificate programs offer and publicize student support services. 

 
Branch Campuses, Additional Locations, and Other Instructional Sites   
 

 The programs and courses that take place away from the institution’s main 
campus are housed in academic departments on the main campus, and they 
are subjected to the same scrutiny and standards as on campus programs 
and courses. 

 The same standards and learning outcomes apply to programs both on 
campus and off. 

 Students are connected to institutional resources through the Internet. 
 Each off campus site has a director and an assistant to address issues.  
 While some locations open and close in accordance with market demand, 

programs are taught out to honor commitments to students. 
 
Distance Learning, Distributed Learning, and Correspondence Education 
(Distance Learning) 
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 Online courses are held to the same standards and rigor as on ground 

offerings. 
 The institution has engaged in reasoned expansion into online learning, and 

the courses and programs mesh with the mission and goals of the institution. 
 Online courses are held to the same standards and rigor as on ground 

offerings. 
 Students are connected to institutional resources, including the library, 

through the Internet. 
 The Center for Excellence in Teaching and Learning (CETL) provides training 

and support for faculty.   
 Faculty and students report adequate support resources. 

 
Significant Accomplishment 
 

 The team commends the institution for its rapid but well-conceived 
expansion into online education. 

 
Recommendation 
 

 As a part of the institution’s embrace of the culture of assessment, the team 
recommends that the institution assess the impact of the off campus 
locations relative to their impact on the core of the institution.  
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Standard 14: Assessment of Student Learning 
 

In the team's judgment, the institution appears to meet this standard. 
 
Summary of evidence and findings 
 
Based on a review of the self-study, other institutional documents, and interviews 
with faculty, staff, students, and others, the team developed the following 
conclusions relative to the standard:  
 

 SFU has clearly articulated statements of expected student learning 
outcomes at all levels (institution, degree/program, course) and for all 
programs that aim to foster student learning and development, that are 
appropriately integrated with one another; consonant with the institution’s 
mission; and consonant with the standards of higher education and of the 
relevant disciplines.  

 The Institution has a documented, organized, and sustained assessment 
process to evaluate and improve student learning that includes opportunities 
for both annual internal reviews and periodic external reviews.  

 Adequate resources are devoted to the assessment of student learning.   
 Assessment activities within academic programs are shared responsibilities. 
 The results of assessment activities are shared in annual departmental 

reports. 
 
Significant accomplishments 
 

 The University has made significant process in creating a culture of 
assessment across academic programs over the last five years that is 
evidenced in curricular revisions and enhancements 
 

Suggestions for improvement 
 

 Provide structure and opportunity for the sharing of best institutional 
practices for assessment. 

 Provide mechanisms for sharing results of the assessment of general 
education learning objectives with academic programs to further enhance 
assessment of student learning in the majors. 

 Clarify the use of assessment results in program reviews and for resource 
allocation purposes. 

 The use of authentic measures of student learning should be emphasized 
over the use of student satisfaction surveys, teaching evaluations and other 
indirect measures. 
 

Recommendation 
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 Assessment of student learning in the general education core should be 
integrated with assessment activities in the home departments of courses 
fulfilling general education requirements. 
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VI. Conclusion 
 
The Team again thanks Saint Francis University, and we hope that the University 
will be open to the suggestions and recommendations contained in this report, all of 
which are being offered in the spirit of collegiality and peer review.  As a reminder, 
the next steps in the evaluation process are as follows: 
 

 The university replies to the team report in a written response addressed to 
the Commission; 

 The team chair submits a confidential brief to the Commission, summarizing 
the team report and conveying the team’s proposal for accreditation action; 

 The Commission staff and the Commission Committee on Evaluation Reports 
carefully review the institutional self-study document, the evaluation team 
report, the institution’s formal response, and the chair’s brief to formulate a 
proposed action to the Commission; 

 And the full Commission, after considering information gained in the 
preceding steps, takes formal accreditation action and notifies the University. 

 
 


